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Abstract 
Let F be a group. The minimal non-abelian F-actions on real trees can be parametrized 
by the projective space of the associated length functions. The outer automorphism group of 
F, Out(F) = Aut(F)/ad(F), acts on this space. Our objective is to calculate the stabilizer 
Out(F)1 = {c~ E Aut(F)l l  o ~ = l}/ad(F), where l is the length function of a minimal non- 
abelian action (without inversion) on a simplicial tree. In this case, stabilizing l up to a scalar 
factor is equivalent to stabilizing I. The simplicial tree action is encoded by a quotient graph 
of groups 9.1. We produce an exact sequence 1 --~ InAut(9.I) --~ Aut(9.I) ~ Out(F)1 --~ 1. A 
six-step filtration on Out(F)l is obtained, where successive quotients are explicitly described in 
terms of the data defining 9.I. In the process we obtain similar information about the structure 
of Aut(~).  We also draw the consequences in the case of amalgams and HNN-extensions. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.." 20E08, 20F28 
0. Introduction 
Let F be a group with an action on a real tree X.  The associated (hyperbolic, or 
translation) length function is 
I = lx : F --~ R, l(ff) = Min d(ffx, x). ( 1 ) 
xEX 
These length functions play a role, for tree actions, like that of  characters for linear 
representations. In particular they are class functions on F. 
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It is shown in [1, 3] that, if the F-action on X is "minimal and non-abelian," then 
lx determines X up to unique F-equivariant isometry (cf. Section 1.7). This permits 
one to parameterize such tree actions by the space of such length functions, 
LF(F)(C R ~(r) ), (2) 
where C~(F) denotes the set of conjugacy classes of F. It is natural to consider length 
functions only up to a scalar factor, thus forming 
PLF(F) C PR '~(r). (3) 
The group Aut(F) acts, by pre-composition, on tree actions, and on length function. 
Since the latter are class functions we see that 
Out(F) = Aut(F) /ad(F)  acts on LF(F), (4) 
and so also on PLF(F). The dynamics of this action has proven to be a useful tool in 
the study of Out(F). 
Our object here is to calculate the stabilizer 
Out(F)t = {~ ~ Aut(F) I l o ~ = l}/ad(F), (5) 
where I = lx is the length function of an action (without inversions) on a simplicial 
tree X, which is minimal and non-abelian. In this case, stabilizing I up to a scalar factor 
is equivalent o stabilizing l. Indeed, I (F) has a least value M > 0, so if ~ E Aut(F) 
and l o ~ = cl, then c l (F)  = I(~F) = I(F), so M = cM, and c = 1. 
So let X be a minimal non-abelian simplicial F-tree without inversions, and length 
function l. From the theory of simplicial tree actions (cf. [7] or [2]), the tree action 
(F ,X)  is encoded by a quotient graph of groups 
F \ \X  = 9A = (A, ,~).  (6) 
In [2] there is introduced a notion of morphisms for graphs of groups which, in a 
similar fashion, encode morphisms of tree actions. 
Now suppose that e ¢ Aut(F) and l o ~ = l. Then it follows from the theorem 
cited above that there is a unique ~-equivariant isomorphism 7 : X ~ X. If X~ denotes 
X with F-action twisted by ~, then we have an isomorphism of tree actions (~,7) : 
(F ,X)  --~ (F,X~). This, by the methods of [2], can be used to produce a 4~ ¢ Aut(~l) 
which gives rise to (2,7). 
These ideas are used in Section 4 to produce an exact sequence 
1 --* InAut(~2t) -~ Aut(gd) -+ Out(F)l --~ 1. (7) 
In Section 5 we use (7) to draw some first consequences in the case of amalgams 
and HNN-extensions. The utility of (7) for our purposes is that, while Aut(9,I) is a 
somewhat complicated object, it is, at the same time, very explicitly parameterized in
terms of the data defining 9.1[, and so it is susceptible to fairly detailed computation. 
This is what we carry out in Sections 6 and 7. The upshot, in Theorem 8.1, is a 
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six-step filtration on Out(F)t, whose successive quotients are explicitly described in 
terms of the data defining 9,1. In the process we obtain similar information about the 
structure of Aut(gJ). 
I. Tree actions and hyperbolic length 
Graphs (and trees) X here will be understood in the sense of [7] or [2]. We write 
VX and EX for the sets of vertices and (oriented) edges, respectively, 00e, 01e for 
the initial and terminal vertices of e E EX, and ~ for e with reversed orientation. 
For x E VX we put Eo(x) = {e C EX ] doe = x}. The distance d(x, y) between ver- 
tices x and y in a connected graph is the minimum length of an edge path joining 
them. 
1.1. F-trees. Let F be a group. A F-tree is a tree X with an action of F on X as tree 
automorphisms. A morphism X --* Y of F-trees is a F-equivariant graph morphism. 
We call a F-tree X minimal if it has no proper F-invariant subtree. 
1.2. Hyperbolic length (cf. [7, 1, Section 6]). Let X be a F-tree and g E F. Define 
lx(g) and X~ CX as follows: 
Inversions. If g 2 fixes a vertex but g does not then there is a unique 
geometric edge {e,7} such that ge = ~. We then put lx(g) = 0 and 
Xg = 0, and call g an inversion. Every (g)-invariant subtree contains e. 
If g is not an inversion we define 
lx(g) = Min d(gx, x), 
xC VX 
= {x c vx la (gx ,  x) = lx(g)}. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Hyperbolic. lx(g) > 0. Then Xg is a linear subtree, called the g-axis, 
along which g induces a translation of amplitude lx(g). Every 
(g)-invariant subtree contains X o. 
(4) 
The function lx : F ~ Z is called the hyperbolic length function of the F-tree X. 
For g,h E F we have lx(hg h-I ) = lx(g) and Xhoh-' = hXy. Moreover, for n E Z, we 
have lx(g") = Inllx(g), and Xg CXg,, with equality if n. lx(g) ¢ 0. 
Elliptic. lx(g) = 0, and X 0 is the tree of fixed points of g. Every (g)- 
invariant subtree of X meets Xg. 
Then Xy is the vertex set of a subtree of X, also denoted Xg. We further distinguish 
two cases. 
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For x E VX and g E F put Lx(g) = d(gx, x). I f  g is not an inversion then it follows 
by definition that 
lx(g) = Min  Lx(g), (5 )  
xE VX 
and the minimum is achieved exactly at x E Xu. 
1.3. Lemma. Let (~,7) : (F ,X)  --+ (F ' ,X ' )  be a morphism of  tree actions, i.e. ~ : F --~ 
U is a group homomorphism and 7 : X -+ X '  is an ~-equivariant tree morphism. Let 
l and F denote the corresponding hyperbolic length functions. Then, for g E F, we 
have 
l'(~(g)) ~ l(g), 
with equality unless g is hyperbolic on X and 7 is not injective on Xg. 
Proofi I f  g fixes x E VX then a(g) fixes 7(x) E VX ~. I f  g inverts e E EX then ~(g) 
inverts 7(e) E EX ~. In both of these cases, l(g) = 0 = F(~(g)). Suppose finally that g 
on X is hyperbolic, and let x E VXg. Then 
l(g ) = dx(gx, x ) >_ d x,(~(gx ), 7(x ) ) = dx,( ~(g )~(x ), 7(x ) ) >_ l'(~(g)). 
The (~(g))-invariant subtree 7(Xg) of X '  meets X~(y). I f  7 on Xg is injective, then 
clearly 7(Xy) must be the e(g)-axis, and l ' (e(g)) = l(g). I f  7 on Xo is not injective, 
then it must fold two adjacent edges 7(e) = 7(f) :  
y x z 
o ) o < o 
e f 
Suppose that g translates Xg in the direction of e, and I(g) = n. I f  n = 1, then it 
is easy to see, by equivariance of 7, that 7 folds X0 like an accordion down to a 
single geometric edge, which is inverted by ~(g), whence l(a(g)) = 0. I f  n > 1, then 
z E [gY, Y], and so, since 7(Y) = 7(z), 
l(g) = d(gy, y)  > d(gy, z) 
>_ d(7(gy ), 7(z)) = d( ~(g)7( y ), 7(Y)) 
>_ l'(~(g)). [] 
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1.4. Proposition (cf. [3, Proposition 3.1]). Let X be a E-tree with lx ~ O. Then there 
is a unique minimal F-invariant subtree, 
x,, = U 
gEF, lx(g)>O 
and lxr = lx. 
1.5. Proposition. I f  F _< G = Am(X) acts minimally on X then the centralizer, 
Zc(F )  (= Autr(X))  = {1}, 
except in the Jollowing cases." 
(e) X = o- o, and F = G has order 2. 
(Z) X -~ Z, F acts by translations, and ZG(F) is the full group of  translations. 
ProoL Let z E ZG(F), z # 1. I f  z inverts an edge e, then {e,~} is F-invariant so 
X =- oe~o (minimality), and we have case (e). If z is not an inversion then the tree 
Xz is F-invariant, so X -- X~ (minimality). If z is elliptic then z is the identity on 
Xz -- X, contradicting z # 1. Then z is hyperbolic, so X = Xz ~ Z. The centralizer 
of the translation, z, in the dihedral group Aut(X) is the group of translations, whence 
case (Z). [] 
1.6. Abelian actions. Let ~p : F --~ Z be a homomorphism. Then F acts on the linear 
tree X(q~) = Z by translation, via ~p: gn = q~(g) + n for g E F, n E Z. Then clearly 
lx(~p)(g) = I~P(g)[. 
Call a F-tree X abelian if Ix -- [q~[ for some homomorphism ~o : F --~ Z. It is known 
then that q~ is unique up to a factor ±1 ([1, (1.4)]). Moreover there is a F-equivariant 
morphism X--~ X(q~), unique up to a translation of X(qg) [1, p.344]. 
For a E-tree X without inversions, the following conditions are equivalent (cf. [1, 
Section 7]): 
(a) X is abelian. 
(b) l (ghg- lh -1 ) = 0 for all g,h E F (I = Ix). 
(c) l(gh) < l(g) + l(h) for all g,h E F. 
(d) X~ A Xh ~ 0 for all g, h E F. 
(e) F fixes a vertex or an end of X. 
1.7. Non-abelian actions. For these we have the following uniqueness theorem. 
Theorem ([1, (7.13)], or [3]). Let X ,Y  be minimal non-abelian F-trees without in- 
versions. I f  lx = lr then there & a unique F-morph&m q5 : X --* Y, and it & an 
&omorphism. 
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Proof. In [1, (7.13)] it is shown that if lx = lr then there is a (unique) F-isomorphism 
05o : X ~ Y. It remains only to show that, if lx = lr and if 4) is any F-morphisrn, 
then 05 is an isomorphism, hence 05 = 05o. Since lx = Ir we know from Lemrna 1.3 
that, for hyperbolic g E F, 05 :Xg ~ Y~ is an isomorphism. Moreover it follows from 
[1, (7.4)] that 05 preserves distance between hyperbolic axes. Let g,h E F be hyperbolic 
with disjoint axes. (These exist since X is non-abelian: [1, (7.3), (7.4) and (7.6)].) Let 
[u, v] = [Xq,Xh] be the bridge from Xg to Xh. Then [05(u), 05(v)] = [Yg, Yh]. Since both 
05 and 050 carry Xg to Yg and Xh to Yh, we have 05(u) = 050(u). Now the locus where 
05 and 05o agree is a non-empty F-invariant set of vertices in X on which 05, like 050, 
is distance preserving. By minimality, this set of vertices spans X. Lemrna 1.8 then 
shows that 05 is an isometry on X, hence 05 = 05o. [] 
1.8. Lemma. Let 05 • X --,  Y be  a morphism of trees, and let S c VX be  a spanning 
set of vertices. (Le. the smallest subtree of X containing S is X itself.) I f  051s is 
distance preserving then 05 on X preserves distance, and hence is injective. 
Proof. If 05 is not injective then it "folds" two adjacent edges 
y x z 
o (o )  o, O(e)=(p(j~). 
e f 
Since S spans X, e and f belong to geometric edge paths [Sy, y I] and [sz,z'], respec- 
tively, with Sy, Sz, S ,  z ~ E S. 
Sy x y y' 
o- -  • • . - - - -o  ) o . - - - , . .  - - - -o  
e 
s z X Z Z f 
0-----.,---0 ) 0----.. ,----0 
f 
Then clearly [y',z'] = [y',x] U [x,z'], whereas the geodesic [05(y'), 05(z')], because of 
the fold, is contained in the shorter edge path 05([y',y])U 05([z,z']). This contradicts 
the fact that 05 preserves distance on S. [] 
1.9. The actions of Aut(F) and Out(F). Let F be a group, with automorphism 
sequence 
1 --* Z(F) --* Fad  Aut(F) ---* Out(F) ~ 1. (1) 
Here Z(F) = center of F, and ad(g) is the inner automorphism, sending x to gxg -1. 
Let X be a tree and G = Aut(X). Actions of F on X correspond to homomorphisms 
p E Hom(F, G). Let us write here XR and lp for the corresponding F-tree and length 
function. 
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The group Aut(F) acts on Hom(F, G) by ct : p H p oct. The stabilizer of p is 
Aut ( r )0  = {c~Lp o c~ ~- p}  
= {c~l g-17(g) E Ker(p) for all g E F}. (2) 
This is trivial when p is faithful (i.e. injective). 
We are interested in the stabilizer of the isomorphism class (p) of p (or of Xp). 
Observe that 
Xp~Xp,  iff p '=ad(7)  op  for some 7EG.  (3) 
Here 7 : X ~ X is the F-isomorphism Xp --* Xp, : 7(P(9)x) = p'(g)7(x) for g E F, 
x E X, i.e. 7P(9) = P'(g)7 in G. Any two such 7 differ by a F-automorphism of Xp. 
IfXp is minimal and non-abelian it follows from Proposition 1.5 that Autr(Xp) = {1}, 
and so 7 above is unique. 
Now Theorem 1.7 in this case gives us the following result. 
1.10. Theorem. Let p : F ~ G = Aut(X) define a minimal non-abelian F-tree Xp. 
Let ~ E Aut(F). The followin9 conditions are equivalent. 
(a) Xp ~-Xpo~ (i.e. 7 E Aut(F)(p)). 
(b) lpo~(= lp o c~) = lp (i.e. c~ E Aut(F)G). 
(c) There is a (unique) 7 E G such that p(~(g)) = 7p(g)7 -1 for all g E F. 
Remark. In view of (c), we have a map to the normalizer of pF, Aut(F)G ---. Nc(pF), 
~ 7 which is easily seen to be a homomorphism. 
1.11. Corollary. In Theorem 1.10, suppose that p is the inclusion of a subyroup 
F < G, and l = lp. Then 
Aut ( r ) l  = NG(F), 
the normalizer of F in G. 
Proof. The natural homomorphism NG(F) --* Aut(F) is injective, since Autr(X)  = 
ZG(F) is trivial, and its image is Aut(F)(p), which, by Theorem 1.10, coincides with 
Aut(F)l. [] 
The following lemma will be used in Section 6 below. 
1.12. Lemma. Let X be a minimal non-abelian F-tree. Let (~, 2) : (F ,X)  ~ (F ,X)  
be an isomorphism of tree actions: c~ E Aut(F), 2 E Aut(X), and 2(9x ) = ct(9)2(x ) 
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for  g E F, x E X. / f  ~ = ad(u) & an inner automorphism, u E F, then 2 = u, and 
hence 2 induces the identity on A = F \X .  
Proof. Since u : X --~ X is also equivariant for 7 = ad(u), we have 2 = uv with v E 
Autr(X). When X is minimal non-abelian we have Autr(X) = {1}, by Proposition 1.5, 
whence 2 = u. [] 
2. Graphs of groups and length functions 
2.1. A graph of groups 96 = (A,a¢) consists of a connected graph A, groups auCa 
(a E VA), and de  -- ~4r (e E EA), and monomorphisms @e : ~¢e --+ a~CS0e. The path 
group is 
zff96) = [(a~VA ~/a) * F(EA)]/N 
where F(EA)  is the free group with basis EA, and N is the normal subgroup that 
imposes the relations 
and 
e~= 1 
e~(s)e  -1 = (~e(S) 
for all e E EA, s E de. We identify da  and EA with their images in ~(96) (cf. [2, 
Section 1]). 
2.2. Paths in 96. A path in 96 is a finite sequence 
7 = (go, e l ,g l ,e2, . . . ,gn- l ,en,  gn), (1)  
where (el , . . . ,en) is an edge-path in A, say ~lei = ai = Ooei+l (1 _<i < n), a0 = 00el, 
an = 01en, and we have gi C ~4ai (0 < i < n). We call 7 a path of  length n Jkom ao 
tO an, and put 
[7[ = goelglez'' 'gn--lengn E 7C(96). (2) 
For a, b E VA let 
P[a, b] = the set of  paths (in 96) from a to b, (3) 
and 
~[a, b3 = IPEa, b]l C ~(96). 
For y E x[a, b] define the length 
Lga(g) = min{length(7) [ 7 E P[a, b], 17[ = 9}- 
(4) 
(5) 
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Note that Lgj :~[a, b] ~ Z factors through ~¢a\n[a, b]/da. 
With 7 E P[a, b] as above (a = a0, b = an) and 
6 = (ho, f l ,h t  . . . . .  hm-l , fm,hm) E P[b,c] 
we can define the composite 76 E P[a,c] by 
73 = (go, el,gl . . . . .  en,gnho, f l,hl . . . . .  fm, hm). 
Clearly 1~61 = 171161. Whence a product 
7r[a,b] × 7r[b,c] ~ 7z[a,c] (6) 
given by multiplication in n(gJ). 
Defining 
= ..., ~ -1 3-1 (g~-l,~.,g~-_tl, g~-l, 1,go )EP[b ,a] ,  (7) 
we have t~,-II = 171-1, whence 
~[b,a] = ~z[a,b] -1. (8) 
Thus we have the fundamental group at a, 
Fa ----- 7Zl(gJ, a) := rc[a,a]. (9) 
It is easily seen that, for g E re[a, b], we have 
F, . g = rc[a,b] = g.  Fb. (10) 
Let T C A be a spanning tree, and put 
rq(9,1, T) = n(gd)/(e = 1 for all e E ET). (l l) 
Then (cf. [2, (1.20)]) the projection 
q : 7r(9.I) ---* 7h (gJ, T) 
restricts, for each a EVA, to an isomorphism 
qa " 7t1( 9J, a) _z~ xl(gj, T). (12) 
The inverse aa of  q~ is given as follows. For a,b EVA,  let 7a, b = (el .... ,e,) denote 
the edge path in T from a to b, and put ga, b = I~a, bl = el--"en E ~[a,b]. Then era 
is given on generators by a~(s) = ga, bSga-,~ for s E ~¢b, and 6a(e) = --1 ga ~oeeg a Ole for 
e E EA. Since g~,bgb,, = ga,c, it follows that the following diagram is commutative: 
ad (gb.a) 
rq (gJ,a) • TCl(C2[,b )
-1 I" 
~I(N,T) ~l(O.I,r) (13) 
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2.3. The covering tree Xa = (gJ, a), at a base point a EVA, has vertices 
VXa = H z~[a,b]/~rffb. 
bE VA 
For 9 E n[a,b] we let [g]b denote its class in rt[a,b]/db. The group Fa = rq(gJ, a) acts 
on Xa so that g[h]b = [gh]b for g E Fa, h E ~[a, b]. The orbits are the sets re[a, b]/db, 
which are also the fibers of  the projection p : X~ ---, A = Fa\X~. 
To calculate the length function 
la(= lxa)" Fa = rCl(gJ, a )  ---+ Z 
we use the following result from ([4, Lemma 1.1]): 
For x = [g]b E ~[a, b]/~4a and y = [h]c E 7z[a, c]/dc, their distance in X~ is 
given by 
dxo(x, y)  = Zga(g-l h ), (1) 
where g - lh  E rc[b,c]. For a = b = c and g = 1, so that x = [1]~, this gives 
Lga(h) = d(hx, x) for h E Fa. 
Now for g E F~ and x = [h]b E ~z[a,b]/db, we have d(x, gx) = d([h]b,[gh]b) = 
Lgj(h-lgh). Now from 1.2(5) it follows that 
la(g) = Min Lgj(h-lgh). (2) 
bE VA 
hEtr[a,b] 
I f  g E n[b, a] then we have an isomorphism of tree actions 
(ad(g),g.) " (r~,X~) -~ (Fb,XD (3) 
given by ad(g)(h) = ghg - l  for h E Fa, and g .  [h]c = [gh]c for h E ~[a,c]. (Cf. [2, 
(1.22)]). It follows then from Section 1.3 that, for h E Fa, 
lb(ghg -1) = la(h). (4) 
2.4. Quotient graphs of groups (cf. [2, Section 3]). Let X be a F-tree without inver- 
sions. The construction of a "quotient graph of groups" 
F \\ X = 9J = ( A , ~¢ff ) 
depends on choosing subtrees 
TcScX,  
and elements (gx)x~VS of F, so that, if p " X --~ A := F \X  is the natural projection, 
then p : VT ~ VA is bijective, p : ES ~ EA is bijective, and gxx E VT for all x E VS, 
with gx = 1 if x E VT. Denoting the inverses of  the above bijections by a H a x and 
e H e x,  respectively, we have ~ffa = Fax, ~ffe = Fe~, and, if So(e) = a and ~o(e x)  = x, 
then  ~e = ad(gx) : ~'e ~ ~¢~. 
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The homomorphism 0 " n(92) --~ F is then defined on generators by O(g) = g for 
g ~ ,~, = Fo,~, and O(e) = g~ := gog~ 1 for e E EA, where gi = g~,ie~) (i = O, 1). Then 
t) restricts to isomorphisms ~ • F, = nl(92,a) --~ F for each a EVA. 
There is further a O~-equivariant isomorphism of trees, ~ "X, = (~2I, a) --~ X defined 
on [g]h ~ n[a,b]b C VX,~ by ro([g]b) = ~b(g). b x. Thus we have an isomorphism of tree 
actions, 
(~la, ' fa) " (Fa ,Xa)  ~ (F ,X) .  
2.5. Adapting to an automorphism. Keep the notation of 2.4 above, and let p : F 
G = Aut(X) define the given F-action on X. Let ~ E Aut(F), and let X~ denote the 
tree X with F-action defined by p o :~. 
Suppose that c~ E Aut(F)(p). This means that there is a 2 ~ G which is a I'- 
isomorphism 2 : X --~ X~ : 2(p(g)x)  = p(c~(g))),(x), for g E F and x C X. Thus 
we have the stabilizers 
where Fp.x = {g C F Ip(g)x = x}, and similarly for Fpo~,;.(~). 
Let T C S C X and (gx)xE vs be the fundamental data as in 2.4 above used to construct 
F \ \X  = 92 = (A, ,~'). 
Then we can use )oT C ~.S CX~ as fundamental domains for the p o ~¢-action. Further, 
forx C KS, we have gx'X E T (and gx = 1 forx E VT), so p(a(gx))2(x) =- )~(p(g,~)x) C 
! V~.T (and gx = 1 for 2x E V~T). Thus, defining gt  = gx, we can use (gz~-);~r;s in 
defining 92~ = F\\X~. It then follows from the construction (see 2.4) that 
92i = 92! 
In fact, for a C VA and e E EA let (aX)  ~ and (eX) ' denote their lifts to V).F and E2S, 
respectively. Then (a x )~ = 2a x and (e x )t = 2e x,  clearly. Further, 
I / / I 
gi :~- gi~,(e~') ' = gi~,2e ~= g2~,e x = gi:,e ~ = gi. 
Hence, if a = goe, then 
coincides with 
! I 
Further, the homomorphisms ~:n(92) ~ F and ~:  7r(92 ~) --+ F are both the inclusion 
on .~¢~ = ~,  and on e E EA as above, 
t~l(e) = glogl~l = gog~ 1 = ~(e). 
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Thus 
4,' = ?,. ~(oa) ~ r .  
For a E VA put Fo = n i (N ,a )  = F'~ and Xa = (gA, a) = X~. Then we have tree 
isomorphisms 
/ • / 
r~:Xa~Y and %.X~X~ 
which are equivariant for ~ba " F~ ~ F. Let [g]b E ~[a, b]/db C VX~. Then, by definition 
(eft 2.4), 
z~([g]b) = ~J(g)" b x 
and 
Z'a([g]b ) = p(a(~b(g) ) (bX ) ' 
= p(~(~b(g)))2(b x)  
= 2(p(~(g))b x ) 
= 2(Za([g]b)). 
Thus we have a commutative diagram 
xo- -x"  
r~l 1% 
X ~ , .X~.  
2.6 Reduced paths. Let 
7 = (go, el,gl . . . . .  gn-l,en,gn) (1) 
be a path in 9.1, with vertex sequence ao, al . . . . .  an, as in 2.2(1). We call 7 reduced if, 
for i = 1 , . . . ,n  - 1, either ei+l ~ Ci or el+ 1 = -ei and gi ~ aoi(dei)  • When ao = an 
we call 7 cyclically reduced i f  it is reduced, and either e~ ~ el ,  or e~ = el and 
gngo ~ O~e,(~e,). 
I f  g C rc[a,b] then g = ]7[ for a reduced path 7 E P[a,b], and length(y) = L,a(g) for 
any such 7 (cf. [2, (1.10)]). 
2.7. Lemma.  For any closed path 7 in ~, there are paths 71,Y2 such that 17] = 
]ya72771], Yl is reduced, and 72 is cyclically reduced. 
Proof. Let 
7 = (go, el,gl,e2 . . . . .  gn-l,en,g~). 
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If 7 is cyclically reduced, then let yz = 7, and let [71] = 1. Now suppose that 7 is 
reduced, but not cyclically reduced. We prove the lemma by induction on L~fflTI ) = n. 
Since 7 is not cyclically reduced, el = ~, and 
g.go = c¢~,,(s) e ~°(sff~,,). 
Since ec¢~(s)~ = :re(S) for all s C ~/e, 
engngoel = engngoen = enct~°(s)~, = OCe,(S). 
Let 
7 t = (gl, e2 . . . . .  en-  1, gn-  l engngoel )
= (gl, e2 . . . . .  en-1, gn-lO~eo(S)). 
Then L~(17']) n -2 .  By induction, 17'1 , ,  , -1  = = 171727 I for some paths 71 and 71, where 
y~ is cyclically reduced. So 
171 = (g0el)(gle2.. 'en-lgn-lengngoel )(g0el )-1 
= (goel)( IVI)(goel ) -  
(g0e )17'l ' ' : 7271 I(g0el )-1. 
Let 7l be a reduced path representing (goea)lT~l I, and let 72 = 71. Then 
where 72 is cyclically reduced. [] 
3. The category of graphs of groups 
This section is a resume of material from [2, Section 2]. 
3.1. Morphisms of graphs of groups (cf. [2, Section 2]). A morphism 
= (¢,(7)) : 9J = (A ,d )  --. 9J' = (A ' ,d ' )  
of graphs of groups consists of a graph morphism q5 (or CA) :A ~ A', group homo- 
morphisms 
4)a : Xffa ---+ sff~(a) (a E VA) and Oe = ¢~ : ~'e ~ o~(e)  (e E EA) ,  
and families (7a)acVA, (Te)eCEA in n(gJt), satisfying the following conditions. 
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For a EVA, 7a E ~l(gA',~b(a)). For e E EA, ~oe = a, we have 6e := ya ~e E ~"~(a)' 
and the following diagram commutes: 
-1  , Ja ad (6~)o(/)~, 
It- ~ a)  
+4+, ~b,, • a~(~> (l) 
The identity morphism of ~ is I = (~b,(7)) given by qSA = IdA, ~bu = Id+~,, and 
7u= 1 for uE  VAUEA. 
3.2. The induced homomorphism 
(or ++) " ~(21) ~ n(9.1') 
is defined on generators by ~[+<, = ad(ya)o ~ba, i.e. ~(s) = 7aqSa(S)7~ -1 for s E ,4~, and 
• (e) = 7eq~(e)Te 1 for e E EA. For a,b EVA, • restricts to maps 
• " ~z'~[a,b] ~ ~'a'[q~(a), q~Cb)]. 
In particular, for a = b, we have the homomorphism 
~b a " 7~l(~[,a ) --+ ~l ( '~l ,  ~(a) ) .  
3.3. The tree morphism 
~a"  (~[,~-a) --4 (~[t, (~'(a)), 
which is ~a-equivariant, is defined on the vertices n~[a,b]/~, by 
SaC[g]b)---- [~( g )Ta ]4~(a). 
Thus we have a morphism of tree actions 
((Pa, (jba) • ( / 'a ,Xa)  --~ (/'~(a),X~(a)), 
where F+ = ut(OA, a), Xa --- (gI, a), and similarly for F~(a) and X '  ~(a)' 
3.4. 5(b = (05, (5)), and the path map. The morphism 6(b is obtained by preserving ~b 
and 6e (e E EA), but "suppressing" all )'a (a EVA). Thus 5(b (q5,(7')) , where *a = 1 
(a EVA), and ?'e = be = 5~ (e E EA) (cf. [2, (2.9)]). We have [2, (2.9)] 
q)a = ad(Ta) o (6cI))a : Ul(9,i,a) --~ 7r1(~', (b(a)). ( l )  
Evidently, 
6(6~b) = 6~. (2) 
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For a path 7 = (go, e l , . . . , e~,g , )  in 9.1 we define the path 
fi~b(7) = (~o(gO)be, (o(el),fi-l (o~,(91)be2,Cp(e2) ..... ~o(e,),6~o (Oa,,(g,)). 
Note that 
fly1 ~ a¢' = a?'  = ~1' , ~(8oe,) ~(~,e,) " ?q4a(ei)' 
Ot qS(e,)' 
/ I 
So 
~lOai(gi)~)e,~, C ,~gt, O(ei) (1 < i < n -- 1), 
Oao(go)C~e, C '~¢~o¢(e,)' and fi~l (Oa,(g,) E ~¢',ea(e°)" 
edge path in A ~. Thus 
6q}(7) is a path in 9.I', and ]6eb(y)] = (6~)([7]). 
Further, 
I f  g C n'a[a, b] then (6q~)(g) E n'a'[q~(a), ~b(b)] and L,a,((&b(g)) <_ L,a(g). 
In fact, we can write g = [y[ with 7 reduced. Then L~t(g) = length(y), while 
L,a,(b~(g)) <_ length(b~b(7)) = length(y). 
(3) 
Note that (qS(el),...,~b(en)) is an 
(4) 
(5) 
3.5. Lemma.  Assume that 
(i) ~bA is injective, 
(ii) ~)a is injective Va C VA, and 
(iii) ~be is an isomorphism Ve C EA. 
Then 6~ preserves (cyclically) reduced paths. 
Proofi  Let y = (el,gl,e2) be a reduced path, and let ~oe2 = a. We only need to show 
that 
b~(y)  = (~b(el), ~ 1 q~a(gl )6e 2, q~(e2)) 
is still a reduced path. Since 7 is reduced, either el ¢ ~2, or else el = e2 and gl 
a~,(,~Ce,)- Recall that ~b is injective. I f  el ¢ ~2, then ~b(ej) ¢ ~b(~2), and 6~(y)  is 
reduced. Now suppose that el = e2 and gl ¢ ~,(Ne,  ). Since el = e2, ~b(el ) = ~b(~2). 
I f  6q~(y) is not reduced, then 
for some s E "~¢~,(e, )" Thus 
C~a(gl ) = ~,  ~(~, )(s)b~21 = 6e2 ~4)(e2)(s)6~ 1. 
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Since ~be~ is an isomorphism, 
S C J~¢(e,) = J~g(~(ez} = ~ez('5~e2)" 
Suppose that s = Oe~(Sl) for some sj E ag< Then 
dPa(gl ) = ae20~,(e2)(S)ae21 = ae2~O(e2)( ¢e2(S 1))ae21. 
By 3.1(1), 
ae~(e~)( 4)e~(S~ ) )a~ ~ = 49~( ~e2(S~ )). 
So qaa(gl)= O~(~e~(Sl)). Since ~b~ is injective, 
gl = ~e~(S~) E ~e~(~de2)  = %(aCe,), 
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which contradicts the fact that Y is reduced. Thus 6~b(7 ) is reduced. [] 
3.6. The composition of morphisms (cf. [2, (2.11)]), 
9..[ '~=(4),(7)) ~ ~':(4/,(~')) n 9a ~,  (1) 
is given by 
¢b" = ¢b' o ~ = (~b",(y")) : 93[ ---+ 9J", (2) 
defined by q~ff = qa~, o qaA, and, for u EVA U EA, ~b~' = qa~(u)' o ~bu, and 7u" = q~'(~u)7~(u).' ' 
From [2, (2.11)], we have, for e E Eo(a), 
a; t ~- ~(a) (ae) .  a~(e). (3) 
We further have 
~'  = ¢b~ o e= : n(9.I) -+ Tc(Od ' ' )  (4)  
and, for a EVA, 
(~;, ~a ) (~(a), ~(a)) o (~., ~a) : (G ,x~)  + " " = (Fc),,(a),X~,,(a)) (5) 
where we write Fa = xa(9.I,a), X~ = (~,a) ,  and similarly for [~"'(a) and X~,,(a ). 
We further note that 
a(tb' o ¢b) = a~' oatb. (6) 
To see this, put a~ = (q~, (a)), atb' = (q~', (a')), and a~"  = (4)", (a")). The composition 
formulas for q~J and qa" (u EVA UEA) are unaffected by a, hence still valid. Thus the 
only thing to be checked is that, for e E Eo(a), a EVA, we have 
a/e / = (a(j~l"),A(a)(ae). a~A(e). (7) 
Since ae¢  dg~(~) and (a~')¢,~(a)l~g(o, ---- qag~(a), (7) follows from (3)  
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The above notions of morphism and composition make graphs of groups the objects 
of a category, with identity morphisms as in 3.1. In particular, 
4~ is an isomorphism iff CA and each 4), (u EVA U EA) is an isomorphism. (8) 
In this case, 
4~ -1 = (C' , ( ; / ) )  is given by C~ = CA 1, 
(9) / 
and, for u E VAUEA,  C~, = C21, and 7¢(,) = ~-1(7 , ) - I .  
3.7. The group Aut(9,I) is now defined, and we have the exact sequence 
I --~ AutA(9,I) --* Aut(9,1)q--~ Aut(A), 
where, for 4~ = (C,(7)), qA(~)  = CA, Thus 4~ E AutA(9.I) iff CA = IdA, in which case 
Cu E Aut(~',) for all u E VA 13 EA. We have further a homomorphism 
Aura (gA) q [ 1-[ Aut(da) x I I  Aut(de)]  
[_aEVA eEEA J 
given, on • = (C, (7)), by 
q(qS) = ((C~)aE VA, (Ce)ec~A). 
3.8. The homomorphism a~ : Aut(gd) ~ Out(Fa)lo. For a EVA we have F~ = nffg, I ,a) ,  
the Fa-tree Xa = (9,1, a), and its hyperbolic length function la = lx,,. 
Fix a spanning tree TCA.  For a,b E VA let 7~,b = (el . . . . .  e,) denote the re- 
duced edge-path in T from a to b, and put ga, b = [Ya, b[ = el " ' 'en E n[a,b]. 
Note that g~,bgb, c = ga, c. Further, from 2.3(3) we have an isomorphism of tree 
actions, 
(ad(gb, a),gb, a') : (Fa,X~) ~ (Fb,Xb). (1) 
Let 4~ = (C,(7)) E Am(N). Then from (1) and 3.3 we have the isomorphisms of 
group actions 
(~,~, )  (ad(g),g.) 
(F, ,X~) >(Fc(a),X¢(a)) '(Fa,Xa) (2) 
where g = ga,O(a). This yields 
• (~) := ad(ga,¢(~)) o ~a, 
~(a) := (ga,~)(a)') 0 ~a 
(3) 
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so that 
Ub(.),~(.)) : (F . ,Xa)~ (Fa,X~) is an isomorphism of tree actions. 
It follows from Lemma 1.3 that 
4~(a) preserves the length function la 
From the commutative diagram 
~ a ga,4~(ai 
X a . X(b(a ) " X a 
A " A "A  
~A 
we see that 
Id A 
~(a) induces Ca on A = F~\Xa. 
Let b EVA.  We have a commutative diagram 
4~ ad(g~,~(~/) 
/ 
ad (g~'a) 1 ad (~(gb,a)) ad(h) 
P D ~b ~ 
~' q~h ~0,) ad (g,,.¢(b~) 
where 
(if) -1 h = gb,~(b) (gb, a)ga,~(~)" 
Hence 
~(b) o ad(gb,~) = ad(h) o ~(~), 
with h as in (7). Consequently, 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
4~(a) is an inner automorphism iff 4~(b) is an inner automorphism. (9) 
Now using (4) and (5) we can define the map 
a a' : Aut(qJ) --~ Aut(F,)l,,, a'a(~) = 4~(a). (10) 
However a a' is not quite a homomorphism. For let ~ '  = (¢',  (7')) C Aut(gJ). Then 
a' ( cI)' cI)) = ad(ga,¢,¢(a) ) o (~'~)~, (11) 
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while, for h C F~, g = ga,~(a), and g' = ga,4~'(a), 
, t ' t t --I t -1  Cia(~ )aa(~)(h)  = g (~(g@a(h)g  ))g 
= g ,~, (g)Cb, (~a(h) )~, (g)_ lgt - i  
= (g '49 ' (g) ) (~ '~)a(h) (g '~l (g) )  - l  
Thus 
aa(~b )a~(<b) (~'q))a, (12) = ad(ga,4~'(a) ~b (g~,~(a))) o 
which differs from (11) by an inner automorphism 
t 1 ad(go, O,(a)q) (ga O(a))ga, o'O(a)) ( 1 3 ) 
of F,. Of course, 
On the group AurA(93) = {~bl OA = IDA}, <b(a) = <ha, and 
(14) 
o-'~ • AutA(93) --~ Aut(Fa)l,, is a homomorphism. 
In general composing a~ with the projection Aut(F~) --+ Out(F,~) thus defines a 
homomorphism 
aa : Aut(93) ~ Out(F~)/,. (15) 
We define 
In Aut(93) = Ker(aa). ( 1 6) 
This is, in view of (9), independent of a, and we define 
Out(93) = Aut(93)/In Aut(9.l) ~ Im(aa). ( 1 7) 
From (6) and Lemma 1.12 we see that, 
If 93 is minimal non-abelian then InAut(93) _.% AutA(93). (18) 
We shall see, in Corollary 4.2 below, that the homomorphism (15) is surjective, 
and so 
Out(93) ~ Out(F~ )l,. ( 1 9 ) 
3.9. Morphisms induced on quotient graphs of groups (cf. [2, Section 4]). Let 
(~, ;0  : ( r ,x )  ~ (rl,x ') 
be a morphism of tree actions: 2(gx) = u(g)2(x) for g E F, x C X. Suppose that we 
have constructed quotient graphs of groups 
r \ \e  = 93 = (A, ~) ,  
F ' \ \X '  = 93' = (A', ~ ' )  
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as in 2.4. Then one can construct a morphism 
= (4', (7))" ~ ~ ~'  
with the following properties. The diagram 
n(9.1) ~ ,_ n (~ ' )  
F " F '  
commutes, hence so also does 
F~ =n1(9.1,a) 4o , F~a)= n, (9.1',~(a)) 
F " F'  
Further we have a commutative diagram 
Xa= (9.l,a) 
X 
Ca 
• x~(.~= (~' ,~(a) )  
1 %, 
~ X r 
Thus ~ "recovers" (c~,2) in the sense that it defines a commutative diagram of tree 
actions 
(ra,Xa) i~ (f~(a),X~(a) ) 
(~'"~)1 ~ ~1 (~'~'°)' T'~I°~) 
(F,x) , ( F ' ,x ' )  
(~, 2) 
Finally, 
(ct,2) is an isomorphism iff • is an isomorphism. 
(]) 
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4. Length preserving group automorphisms come from automorphisms 
of the quotient graph of groups 
4.1. Theorem. Let X be a minimal non-abelian r-tree, with hyperbolic length function 
1 = Ix. Form a quotient graph of  groups 
r \ \x  = 9j = (A, ~¢),  
choose a base point ao EVA,  and use 2.4 to identify F = F~o := nl(gA, ao) and 
X = Xao : - (9, I ,  a0). Let et C Aut(F). The following conditions are equivalent." 
(a) o~ E Aut(F) / :  l(~(g)) = l(g) for  all g c F. 
(b) 34  = (q6,(7)) E Aut(9,I), and h = Io91, where o; is an edge path in A f rom ao to 
~b(a0), such that ~ = ad(h) o ~ao. 
F=nl(gJ,ao) ~ ,~ F= nl(gJ,a o) 
~°1 I ad (h) 
nj(~,~b(a0)) - -  nl(°d,q~(a0)) 
Proof. (b)~(a) :  This follows as in 3.6. Putting Fa = rq(9.l,a) and X~ = (92,a), with 
length function la, we have isomorphisms of group actions 
(q~a, q~a) (ad(h),h-) 
(Fa,Sa) ,(Fck(a),Sq~(a ) ) ~(Fa,Sa) 
(cf. 3.3 and 2.3(3)). It follows then from Lemma 1.3 that ad(h)o Oa preserves la. 
(a )~(b) :  Suppose that l o :~ = 1 (l -- 1,0). Since X is a minimal non-abelian 
F-tree, it follows from Theorem 1.10 that there is a unique 2 E Aut(X) which is 
~-equivariant, i.e. 
(~,~)  : ( r ,e )  -~ (r ,x=) 
is an isomorphism of tree actions, where X~ denotes X with the given F-action com- 
posed with ct. Now it follows from 2.5 that we can choose fundamental domain data 
so as to identify 
r \ \z~ = ~ = r \ \x .  
Moreover the projection ~ : n(9.I) --+ F is the same for both interpretations of N. 
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Then (cf. 3.9(1)) the isomorphism (c~,2) permits us to construct 4) = (~b,(7)) E 
Aut(9.I) such that we have a commutative diagram of isomorphisms 
(F, ,X%) 
(F,x) 
(~.o, ~b. o) 
(~,2) 
" (G( . , ) ,  X,( . ,))  
,. (r ,  X.) 
Fix a spanning tree T cA  so that 0 factors through an isomorphism z:l(~l, T) --~ F, 
which we view as an identification. For a,b EVA let ga, b E z:[a,b] come from the 
edge-path in T from a to b. Let a~ : F --~ F~ denote the inverse of  the isomorphism 
~ : Fa ~ F. Then the diagram above plus 2.2(13) furnish a commutative diagram 
(/5"0 ad(gao, 4,(,,~1) 
F.0 " ~(.,), " E,o 
O'ao 0"~( ao ) O-ao 
F ~ "F  F 
Thus, using a~ o to identify F with F. o, c~ is converted to ad(goo,0(ao))o @ao, whence the 
theorem. 
4.2. Corollary. Let  F ,X ,  l = Ix, and 9.i = F \ \X  be as in Theorem 4.1. Choose a base 
point ao EVA and identify (F ,X)  with (F~o,Xao). Then we have an exact sequence 
~a 0 1 --+ InAut(N) --~ Aut(9.I)--+ Out(F)i ~ 1, (1) 
where aao is' as in 3.8(15). 
Proof. The only non-trivial point is the surjectivity of aao, and this is given by 
Theorem 4.1, (a) ~ (b). [~ 
The sequence (1) permits us to use the study of Aut(9.I), which we carry out in 
Sections 6 and 7, to obtain information about Out(F)t, described in Theorem 8.1. 
In the next section, we apply Theorem 4.1 to the special case when A = F \X  is an 
edge (amalgam) or a loop (HNN-extension). 
5. Amalgams and HNN-extens ions 
5.1. Amalgams. Let A = ao 
subgroup, 
o b, and view ~e and :~ as inclusions of a proper 
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Then 
F = rtl(9.I,A) = ~a *Me '~¢b, (2) 
while 
Fa = rCl(~,a) = da  *~ e~Cbe - l  _< rt(~). (3) 
The map rffg.I) ~ F killing e E rc(9.I) induces an isomorphism Fa ~F. For 7 E 
Aut(F), let 7a denote the corresponding automorphism of Fa. 
Following Martindale and Montgomery [6] we call 7 E Aut(F) an induced automor- 
phism if 7(~/c) = ~¢c (c = a,b), and an exchanoe automorphism if 7(da) = ~16 and 
7(.~1b) = ~¢a. Note that 
Aut(A) = {l,a}, a(e) = ~. (4) 
Let l denote the length function of the F-action on Xa = (9.I,a). 
5.2. Theorem. Let 7 E Aut(F). Then l o y = l /ff 7 = ad(h) o fl, with h E F and fl is 
either an induced or an exchange automorphism. 
Proof. We know from Theorem 4.1 that l o 7 = l iff 7a = ad(9) o ~,, where ~ = 
(~b,(6)) E 6Aut(~), and 9 E rc[a,q~a(a)]. Write 
¢2b ~- (~)a, {~ga, f~b}, {q)e}, {¢]e,~e}) • 
Then we can factor 
where 
qV : ( Ida ,  {ad(fe),ad(~e)}, { Ida},  {~e,~e}), 
q~" = (q~a, {qS~a', q~'}, {qSe}, {1, 1}), 
q~ = ad(6e  I ) o 4~, ~b~' = ad(6e  1 ) o q~b. 
An easy calculation verifies the above, as well as the fact that 
qb' a = ad(be) : Fa ~ Fa. 
Thus, replacing 9 by 96e, and ~/i by ~", we reduce to the case when fie = 1 = 3~, 
which we now assume. It follows that, for q~ : n(9.I) ~ n(9/), ~(e) = 6eebe I = e. 
Thus 
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and 
qb a(e~Cbe -1 ) = e~)b(~C~b )e -1 = edCA(b)e -1 . 
When qSA = IdA, #~ is induced. When ~bA = a, g E 7z[a,b], so Va = ad(ge -1) o ad(e) o 
~/'~, with ge - I  E F~, and ~ka := ad(e) o q~a satisfies O~(da) = eqSa(d~)e -1 = e~Cbe -a, 
while ~a(eMbe -1) = e(a(e)c~b(db)a(e)- l )e - l  = e~d~- le  -1 = ~'~. Thus ~ is an 
exchange automorphism. 
To complete the proof it suffices to show conversely, that, if ~ E Aut(F) is either 
induced or exchange, then $a = ad(h)o ~ba for some ~b E 3AutO1) and h C n[a, ~bA(a)]. 
Define ~bA = IdA if ~ is induced, and ~bA = a if ~ is exchange. Let ~c = ~1.~,. :
~'~ ~ ~'~,(~) for c = a, b. Since, in F, de  = ~¢~ N ~¢b = ~¢,  N O~¢b, ~ induces an 
automorphism Oe of ~¢e. Thus we have 
qb = (OA, {~a,$b}, {~ke}, {1, 1)) E 6Aut(9~). 
It is easily calculated that ffa = ~a if ~ is induced, and ~a = ad(e)o  ~a if ~ is 
exchange. [] 
5.3. The stabilizer of l, Aut(F)t. For c = a,b, let Aute(~¢c) denote the stabilizer of 
~¢e in Aut(~'c). Then the restriction homomorphisms Aute(~¢c) -~ Aut(~Ce) allow us 
to define 
IA -- AutE(da)  ×Aut(~¢ ) AutE(~b) 
= {(q~a, ~bb) E Aut(da)  × Aut(~'b) [q Said,, ----- 0blX,}. 
Clearly we can identify IA with the group of induced automorphisms of F. I f  there is 
an exchange automorphism 7, then 72 is induced, and (IA, V) is the group of induced 
and exchange automorphisms. 
Put 
N = {(ad(g-1), (ad(g),ad(g)) lg E ~¢~} 
_< ad(F) >~ IA. 
5.4. Theorem. I f  there is an exchange automorphism 7 then 
Aut(F)t ~ (ad(F) >~ (IA,7))/N, 
otherwise 
Aut(r)t ~ (ad(r) ~ IA)/N. 
ProoL See Lemma 5.2 of [5]. [] 
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5.5. HNN-extens ions .  Let 
A~a O e. 
133 
~e 
de ~--~ d.  (1) 
~F 
Then 
F = n l (9~,a)  = (da, e le~-~(s)e -1 = ~e(S) Vs E de)  (2) 
is the HNN-extension associated with (1). Note that, 
Aut(A)  = {I, a}, a (e )  = ~. (3) 
Let l denote the length function of  the E-action on (9.1,a). 
5.6. Theorem. Let 7 E Aut(F) .  Then l o 7 = l tff 7 = ad(g) o t) with 9 ~ F and ¢ of 
one of  the followin9 forms: 
(1) O(da)  = ~/a, O(~de)  = ~g'~e, O(e) = bee, (~e E "Y~a, and ad(bee) o ¢j o ae = 
I]1o o~- d.
(2) tp(da) = ~¢a, O(~'ide) = O~e~Z~e, O(e) = (~e - l ,  (~e E ";Ja, and ad(bee-1)  o ~t o ~? = 
q/o~ e.
Proof .  From Theorem 4.1 we know that I o y = l iff 7 = ad(g) o ~a for some ¢ E 
6 Aut(9.l) and g E F. Writ ing 
= (CA, {¢.}, {¢e}, {~e, ~})  
we can factor 
45 = ¢ '  o ¢", 
where 
q~' = (IDA, {ad(~e)}, { Id~ }, {~,  b~}), 
qb" = (qbA, {ad(cSel) o q~a}, {~be}, {3~-l~e, 1}). 
An easy calculation shows that q~'a = ad(6~) " F ~ F. Thus, replacing g by g6~ and 
4~ by ~" ,  we can reduce to the case 8~ = 1, which we now assume. Then we have 
134 
commutative diagrams 
ad (6.~)o q~a 
(e): ~e [ 
From the diagram (1)(~) we see that 
~a(~Ce)  = ~(~)~¢e. 
Further 
ad(6e 1 ) o ~ba o C~e = 0~¢~(e) o ~be 
LetO=~a:F~F.  Then 
01~¢o =~ : ~¢a -~ ~¢o, 
O(e) = 6edpA(e). 
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,d~ da e° ,d~ 
~e 
(~) 
(2) 
and q~ o 0~g = 0~b.~(7 ) o ~b e. (3) 
(4) 
Case ~bA = IdA. Then ~k(~de) = C~de, ~9(e) = gee, and (cf. (3)) ad(6el)~ba~e = 
~e~be = ad(e)~q~e = ad(e)~ba~, so 
ad(fee)flPa~e = ~)aO~ (5) 
Case ~A = a. Then f f (~de)  = ~ede, ¢(e) = 6ee -1, and (of. (3)) ad(hel)~ba~e = 
~be = ad(e -1 )~eq~e = ad(e-1)~bo~r, so 
ad( 6e e-1 )(gaO~'g = C~aO~e. (6) 
Conversely, let ~k E Aut(F) satisfy (1) or (2). Then we can define ~ba E Aut(da)  
and q~e = q~ E Aut(~Ce) by ~b~ = ~[~o, and q~a o a~ = ~¢A(~) o ~e, where q~A = IdA in 
case (1), and a in case (2). The latter gives the commutative diagram (1)(~). The com- 
mutativity of (1)(e) follows from the hypothesis (5) in case (1), and (6) in case (2). 
Thus we have ~ = q~, where 
~2~ = (~A, {~a}, {~ge}, {6e, 1}). 
Let Fn be a free group of rank n. Suppose that F, acts freely (without inversions) 
and minimally on a tree X with a hyperbolic length function l. 
5.7. Proposition. Let A = Fn\X. Let q~ E Aut(Fn). Then l o (o = l iff there is an 
isomorphism cp : A ~ A, and an edge path ~ from ao to qb( ao ) such that 
~0(ele2... e,)  = yqS(el)-., q~(e,)7 -1 
for  all edge loop e~e2. . .e ,  ~ nl(A, ao). 
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In particular if  A consists o f  one vertex and n geometric edges {el,e2 . . . . .  en} 
(A is a "rose"), then l o ~p = l iff there is a 7 E F. and a permutation a E Sn such 
that qg(ei) = ~ea(i)'~-t-1 -1 (1 < i < n). 
Proof. The proof is left to the reader. [] 
5.8. Bounded automorphisms. Let F = 7~1(9.I,a) act on X : (9.I,a) with hyperbolic 
length function I. Let x0 = Ilia E X. Then for L = Lgj the path length function on F 
defined as in 2.2(5), it follows from 2.3(1) that 
L(g) = dx(gxo,xo) Vg E F. (1) 
It then follows further from [1], that 
l(g) = Max(L(g 2) - L(g),O) Vg E F. (2) 
Let H C F be a subset stable under squaring. It follows then from (2) that if L(H)  is 
bounded then l (H)  is bounded. I f  H is a subgroup then l (H)  can be bounded only if 
I (H) = {0}; indeed l(g n) = ]nll(g ) for g E F and n E Z. 
If, conversely, l (H)  = 0 for H _< F, then either (i) H fixes some x E VX, or (ii) 
H fixes an end ¢ of  X, but no vertex (cf. [2, (7.2)]). In case (i), H is contained in a 
conjugate of some ~/b, and so L(H)  is bounded. However, in case (ii), L(H)  will not 
be bounded. 
Call a subgroup H < F bounded if L(H)  is bounded. Call an automorphism ~ E 
Aut(F) bounded if g(H) is bounded for all bounded H < F. I f  ~ is bounded then it 
follows from the discussion above that, for all x E X ,  g(Fx) <_ Fy for some y E X. 
In fact, if g and 7-1 are bounded, then a permutes the maximal bounded subgroups 
(-- maximal vertex stabilizers) of  F, and so, if Fx is a maximal vertex stabilizer, then 
a(Fx) = Fy for some y E X. 
5.9. Corollary. Let ~ E Aut(F). I f  l o c~ = l then ~ and c~ -1 are bounded. 
Proof. Since loc~ -1 = l it suffices to treat a. By Theorem 4.1, g = ~(a)  = ad(7)ob~a 
for some 7 E n(9.I) and c~ E c5 Aut(9/). By Lemma 3.5, 6~a preserves L, and clearly 
ad(7) increases L by at most an additive constant (2-L(7)).  [] 
6. The structure of Aut(9~) and In Aut(~) 
6.0. Composition and the center Z(P~). In this section we fix a graph of groups ~ -- 
(A, ~¢), and put 
G = Aut(~). (1) 
For a EVA we write Fa = 7q(9.I,a) and Xa --= (91,a). 
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For reference, we recall the composition 
~"  = ((q~", (7")) = ~'  o ~ (2) 
of  ~b = (q5,(7)) with 4~' = (~b',(7')) (cf. (3.6), and [2, (2.11)]). 
q~' = q~ o ~.  (3) 
For eEEA,  Oo = a E VA, 
= q~b(a) o ~ba, q~e = O ~4~(e) q~e, (4) 
7~ i / , / / ~- ~4(a)(~/a)'YO(a), ~e = CI)49(a)(Te)])4)(e)" (5) 
l-- 1 , t/ ~ II-- 1 It With 6e=YalTe,  6'e=ya 7e, andb e =?  a 7e, this gives 
~,, , , 
= ~)~o(a)((~e)C~d~(e). (6) 
In some places we shall make use of  the following hypothesis. 
(MNA) The F~-tree Xa is minimal non-abelian. 
This condition is independent of  a, so we can say similarly, 
(MNA) "9.1 is minimal non-abelian." 
In this case it follows from Proposition 1.5 that the center 
Za(~) ~ Z(ra) (7) 
acts trivially on X~, and so Za(9.I) <_ SJa, in fact 
Za(9~) ~ ~Xe(~Ce) Ve E Eo(a). (8) 
Let za E Z~(9.I). For b EVA define zb = 9Za9 -1, where g E ~z[b,a]. Since ~[b,a] = 
gFa, this definition is independent of the choice of  g. Moreover if h E rc[c,b] then 
hzbh -1 = he. Putting 
Z = (Zb)bEVA , (9) 
we see that such elements z form a group 
z(9~) 
such that 
Z(gX) ~-, Zb(gX), z ~ Zb, (10) 
is an isomorphism for all b EVA. We call Z(9.I) the "center of  9.1". 
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Let a EVA and e E Eo(a). It follows from (8) that we can define Ze(9.1) < de  by 
Za(9~[) = o~eZe(9,[). ( 11 ) 
For z E Z(9.1) we have 
Za = ee(Ze) for a unique Ze E Ze(gX). (12) 
If ~le = b then 
~e(Z'6) = e~(z~)e  -1 = ezbe -1 = Za = O~e(Ze), 
whence 
2~ =Z e. (13) 
6.1. The group G A = Ker(qA), in the exact sequence from 3.7, 
qA 
1 ~ G A ~ G -----+ Aut(A), ( 1 ) 
where 
qA(~) --- qSA, G A = {~]qSA = Ida}. (2) 
We then further have the homomorphism 
GA q~ H Aut(da)  x H Aut(s~e), 
aE VA eEEA 
q(~)  = (((ga)aEVA, ((~e)eEEA). 
This permits us to define normal subgroups 
G (v'E) <3 G (v) <1 G A (3) 
where, for ~b = (~b, (7)) E G A 
E G (v) iff ~ba E ad(~a/a) Va E VA, (4) 
and 
45 E G (v'E) iff qSu E ad(~Cu) Vu EVA OEA.  (5) 
6.2. The group InG := InAut(9.I). Recall from 3.8(16) that this is the kernel of % in 
the commutative diagram 
G ~ Aut(F~) 
l proj 
G " Out(E,), O- a 
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where a~a(~) = O(a), as in 3.8(3). Thus 
InG = {O [ O(a) E ad(F~) = In Aut(F~ )}, (1) 
and this definition is independent of a C VA. 
We now make the assumption 
(MNA) 91 is minimal non-abelian. 
It follows then from 3.8(18) that 
InG < G A, (2) 
and from Corollary 4.2 that we have an exact sequence 
1 --* InG--* G aa' Out(Fa)lo ---' 1. (3) 
To analyze Out(F~)to we shall introduce a chain of normal subgroups between G and 
In G. 
6.3. The homomorphism 6 : G --* G is defined on • = (qS, (~)), as in 3.4, by 60 = 
(~b,(6)), where q5 is left unaltered, ya is replaced by 6a = 1, and ?e is replaced by 
6e = ~/alye • We have 3.4(1), 
0 a = ad(ya)O(60)a :Fa ---' tO(a). (1) 
From 3.6(6) we know that 6 is a homomorphism, 
6(0/o 4)  = 60' o 60. (2) 
Further (cf. 3.4(2)) 6 is clearly idempotent, 
6 2 = 6. (3) 
Thus 
G=yGx6G,  where 
yG = Ker(6). (4) 
It is easily seen that we have an isomorphism 
ro , ~G (5) 
aE VA 
sending g = (ga)aeva to ~/ig = (L(Y)), defined by 1A = IdA, I,, = Id~o for u E VAUEA,  
and, for a EVA,  e E Eo(a), 7a = #a = Ye (whence 6e = I). Since (Og)~ = ad(ya), 
clearly, we have 
7G _~ In G. (6) 
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It follows that, 
If InG_< H <_ G, 
and 
then H = yG x fill, (7) 
oaH = aafH, where aa : G ---, Out(Fa)l,,. (8) 
6.4. Theorem. Continue to assume (MNA)  : 91 & minimal non-abelian. Let 49 = 
(qS,(f)) E giG. Then • E InG !ff the following conditions hold." 
(a) qSA = IdA, i.e. • E fig A. 
(b) There exist elements ha E ~ (a EVA)  and Se E ,~¢~ ( e E EA ) such that, 
~b a = ad(ha), ~be = ad(se) and (~e = ha~e(Se) -1 !f Ooe = a. 
(c) For all e E EA, the element ze(e) := SelS~ belongs to Z~(91) (~f 6.1). This defines 
an element z(e) E Z(91). 
(d) For each closed path (el . . . . .  e~) in A, 
z (e l ) . . .z (e~) = l .  
Under these conditions, ~a = ad(ha) : Fa -'* Fa. 
Proof. First assume that • E l inG.  Then (a) follows from 6.2(2). By assumption, 
for each a EVA, there is an ha E Fa such that ~a(= ~a))  = ad(ha). 
• ~(= ~a))  = ad(h~) : F~ -~ Fa. (1) 
Let g E Fa, e E Eo(a), and b = ~le. Then e- lge E Fb, so 
hb(e- lge)hb 1 = q~b(e-1 ge) 
= (6eefe  I ) - l (hagha I )(feefUel )
= (ha 16~efe 1)-1 g(ha 1 feef_~l ). 
Hence 
za(e) := halfeefelhbe -j E Za(91) (= Z(Fa)), (2) 
since za(e) commutes with all g E Fa. As in 6.0(9), this defines an element 
z(e) E Z(91). 
Now za(e) = ](halle, e, f~lhb, ~)] E ~¢a. Hence the indicated path cannot be reduced 
(cf. 2.6). It follows that felhb = ~(S~) for some s~ E ,~%, and so hb = 6~v(s~). 
Applied to ~ in place of e, we obtain 
ha = fe~e(Se) for some se E ~e (3) 
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for each a E VA, e E Eo(a). From (1), (3), and the commutative diagram 
1 61 ad (6 e )o¢~ = ad ( ~ ho) = ad (~e (s~)) 
sJ~ ~d~ 
we see that 
Ce : ad(se), 
whence condition (b). From (2) and (3), 
Za(e) = ~e(Se 1)e~(s~)e-1 
= ~(Se 1)~(s~) 
= ~e(S2%) ~ Za(9~), 
i.e. 
(4) 
(5) 
Ze(e) = sel s~ E Ze(gA), (6) 
whence condition (c). Next note that, if 8oe = a,  01e = b, we have 
~(e) = 6ee~e 1 (3) (hac~e(Se)_ 1)e(hb~(s~)_ 1 ) - l  
= haO~e(Se ) -1  eo~(s~)h~l 
= ha(~e(Se)-le~(s~)e-l )(ehb 1 ) 
(5) haza(e)eh~ 1 (5)Za(e)haeh_~l" (7) 
Now for any path 7 = (g0,el ,g l , . . . ,en,gn) in 9,I, say from a = c3oe to b = glen, define 
z(7) = z(ea). .  "z(en) E z(gA) (cf. 6.0(9)). (8) 
Then it follows inductively from (1) and (7) that 
4(171 ) = Za(7)ha[7[hb 1. (9) 
When 7 is a closed path (b = a), it follows from (1), (8), and (9) that 
z(e l ) . . . z (en)  = 1 for all closed paths (e~ . . . . .  en) in A, (10) 
whence condition (d). 
Now, conversely, suppose that • satisfies (a) - (d) .  Then we have elements ha E ~a, 
Se E ede, ze(e) = sjls-~ E Ze(gA), and we have the relations 
Ca = ad(ha) • da  -'~ ~¢a (11) 
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as well as (2)-(5). It follows that the calculation (7) remains valid, and hence so also 
the relations (8) and (9). From (9) it follows that 
go(g) = za(g)hagha 1 (g ~ Fa) (12) 
where Za : F~ --, Za(gJ) is the homomorphism defined by (8), via the natural projection 
F~ = rq(°A,a) ~ Tq(A, a). Finally, condition (d) says that the homomorphism z~ is 
trivial, and so ¢b~ = ad(h~), whence ¢b E In G, as claimed. [] 
6.5. Corollary. With the notation of 6.1, we have 
In G <~ G (v'E) <J G (v) <3 G ~ <1 G 
6.6. Successive quotients. Recall the surjection 3.8(10) 
at a : G --~ Aut(Fa )to ( l ) 
which projects to the homomorphism aa in the exact sequence of Corollary 4.2 
1 --+ InG -+ G ~°, Out(Fo)t° --+ 1. (2) 
! The restriction of aa, 
ala : G A --+ Aut(Fa)l, (3) 
is a homomorphism 3.8(14). For each superscript X = A, (V), or (V, E) above, we 
shall write Aut(Fa~ = a~a Gx, and Out(Fa~ = aaG x = aabG X. Thus we have 
Out(r.ff 'E) < Out(r.)~. v) < Out(r.~o < Out(Co),°, (4) 
with successive quotients isomorphic to the corresponding quotients of G or of 3 G. 
We begin by observing that 
G/G A = 6G / 6G A ~- Out( Fa ) U Out( Fa ~. <_ Aut(A), (5) 
where Aut(A) denotes the group of graph automorphisms of A. In many cases of 
interest, e.g. when Fa is finitely generated, the graph A is finite [2, (7.9)], and hence 
so also is the group Aut(A). 
6.7. The groups AutE(da) and the quotient GA/G (v). For a E VA, define 
and 
Aute(~'~) = { q5 E Aut(~a ) 
(~0¢e~ e is ~¢a-conjugate } 
to CCe~ e Ve C Eo(a) 
(1) 
OutE(~'a) = AutE(da) /ad(~a).  (2) 
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Let ¢b = (0 , (7 ) )  E G A, and 6¢b = (4~,(6)) E 6G A. The commutative diagram 
(for a E VA, e E Eo(a)), 
I ad (~e)oOa 
~e 
~e ~l 0¢e 
shows that 
(3) 
~ba E AutE(~) ,  (4) 
and further that 
~e E Aut(de) extends, via ~e, to an automorphism in Aute(~'a). (5) 
From (4) we have a homomorphism 
~bv • G A ---r H Aute(~4a)' 
aE VA 
~)V( ¢7I) ) ~- ( ~)a )aEVA = ~)V( (~C1) ),
(6) 
and also 
0(v) " G~/ InG ~ H OutE(~Ca)' 
aE VA 
Ker(~b(v)) = G (v). 
(7) 
Concerning the image of qSv, consider an element 
(Oa)aeW4 E U AutE(~4a)' (8) 
aE VA 
By (1), there exist elements 6e C ,~a (e E Eo(a)) such that ad(6e 1 ) o q~a 
stabilizes eerie, and hence induces a qb e E Aut(de) such that diagram (3) com- 
mutes. Then, with ~bA = IdA, we have defined a candidate ~b = (qS, (3)) with ~bvUb) = 
(0a)aEVA- The only remaining obstacle is that, for q~ to belong to G, we must 
have 
qSe = c~ Ve E EA. (9) 
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Thus, if #oe = a and ~?le = b, we require an automorphism e of  ~'e making the 
following diagram commute. 
~o,  ~e ~ 
ad (6~)o~b~, e 
~e 
l ad (di;1)o~bb 
This imposes a non-trivial compatibility on the choices of (~e and 6~. Thus 
Im(qSv) = I I 'AutE(de)  
aEVA 
2= ((~)a) E aEVAI'I Aut ( J . , )  
(1o) 
N 
Ve E EA, ~oe = a, ~le = b, 36~ E d~, 6~ E .~b, ( 
and e E Aut(s¢~) such that (10) commutes. / 
(11) 
Similarly, lm(qS(v)) is the corresponding quotient of ( 11 ) mod 1~ aad(da): 
GA /G (v) = g)GA /6G ( v) = ~ HtoutE(~a)  
aE VA 
~- Out(Fa)~,,/Out(Fa)~ v) (Va E VA). (12) 
7. A filtration structure on Out(Fh 
In order to introduce a useful filtration between In G and ~ G (v) we here introduce 
an auxiliary group A, an epimorphism D • A ---, 6G (v), and a filtration of A. The 
results of  these calculations are summarized in Theorem 8.1 below. 
7.1. The group A. For a EVA and e E Eo(a) we shall use the notation 
N e ~- N~.(O~e,~e) (normalizer) 
Ze = Z~o(~eSCe) (centralizer) 
Z(e) = Z(de)  and Za = Z(~la) (centers). 
We define a homomorphism ad~ e : Ne ~ Aut(de), by 
~e(ad~e(a)(s) ) = aC~e(S)a -1. 
Now define 
\e~eo(a) / 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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For 2a = ((ae)e~o(a),ha) E Aa, define 
q~a(= ~b~(2~)) = ad(ha) E Aut(ae'a), (5) 
~be(= ~be(2a)) = ad~,,(ae) E Aut(~'e). 
NOW define 
A = I I 'Aa  
aEVA 
:=(  ()~a)aEVAEI-IAaVeEEA'~°e=-a'Ole--b'e~e()~a)~-c~g('~b))aGVA (6) 
We next define the homomorphism 
D : A --~ fiG (V) (7) 
on 2 = (2~)~vA, 2a = ((ae)~SEo(~),h~), by
D(2) = q~'~ = (~b"~,(fi'~)) where, for a EVA, e E Eo(a), 
fia "~ = 1 and fi~ = haa e 1. 
The conditions of (6) and (8) and 6.1(4) show that in fact, ~b x E fiG (v). It is easily 
seen that D is a homomorphism. We next show that 
D : A ---* fiG (v) is surjective. (9) 
In fact, let qJ = (q~,(6)) E fiG (v). By definition of G (v) (6.1(4)), qS~ = ad(ha) for 
some ha E Sda. For e E Eo(a) put rre = fi2lha. The commutativity of the diagram 
ad (6~Z)O(Oa = d (6~-lha) =ad (ae) 
d~ "do  
~e ~e 
~be 
shows then that O" e E/Ve and 4e = ad~(~e).  Since qS~ = ~b~ it follows that 2 = (2~)~EVA 
defined by 2a = ((ee)eee0(a),h~) defines an element 2 E A such that D(2) = 4~. 
Finally, we calculate Ker(D). Since Z~ := Z(sJ~) _< Are Ve E Eo(a), we have the 
diagonal homomorphism 
Aa : Za ----* Aa, Aa(z)=((f fe)e,  ha) with ha =z  = ffe Ve E Eo(a ). (10) 
Since, evidently, 49~(A~(z)) = Idgo, dpe(Aa(z)) = Ida ,  we have 
AZv := I - [  AaZa < A. (11 ) 
aE VA 
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From (8) we see that AZv <_ Ker(D). We claim that this is an equality. For suppose 
2 = (2a) as above and D(2) = ~ = I. Then from (8) we see that Id~¢o = ~ba = ad(ha), 
so ha E Za, and I = 6e = haae ~, so ae = ha for e E Eo(a). Thus 2a = Aa(ha), so 
;~ E AZv. 
In summary, putting 
Zv = 1--[ Za (12) 
aE VA 
and defining A - (Aa) : Zv --+ [LEvA Aa, we have an exact sequence 
1--+ Zv ~ A D-~ aG (v) --+ 1. 
7.2. The quotient A/A (E). Let 
2 =(2a)aEV A E A, 
2 a =((ffe)eeEo(a),ha) E Aa = 
Recall that 
~be = q~e(2) := ad~(ae)  E Aut(~e). 
Clearly 
qSe(2) E ad(de) e=~ ae E (~eS~e)" Z~, 
where Ze = Z~,(eesJe). 
We have a homomorphism 
I I  add. (Ne) A --.+ 
eEEA 
xd~.  
/~1 , (~e()o))eEEA 
whose image is 
II'ad~c~(Ne):={(~e)EIIad~,(Ne) ~) --~-f~ VeEEA}. 
e E EA e 
The inverse image of  the inner automorphisms i  
A (E) := {2 E A I ~be(2) E ad(age) Ve}. 
Thus we have an isomorphism 
~I I t (ad~e(ge) /ad( '~ 'e ) ) (~e ' ) / (~e '  ) A/A(E) - :=  adale(Ne) ad(de) • 
eE EA 
(13) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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Defining the 9eometric edges of  A by 
GEA := {{e, ~}]e E EA}, 
we obtain from (7) and the definition (5) of I-I' an isomorphism 
ads/~(Ne) M ad.~(N~) 
A/A(E) ~ 1--[ ad(~e) (8) 
{e,~}EGEA 
Next observe that, for the homomorphism 
D : A --~ 3G (v) 
we have 
A (e) = D-I(bG (v'E)) (9) 
(cf. 6.1(5)). Hence we have isomorphisms 
A/A (E) ~-- 3G(V)/aG (v'E) ~- Out(G)IV)/Out(G)~ v'E). (10) 
7.3. The group A EE] _< A (E) is defined by 
A [El = {2 E A lae E ae,~Ce Ve E EA}. (1) 
For 2 E A Iel, 2 as in 7.2(1 ), put 
~Te : O~e(Se), Se E ~e.  (2) 
Then 
~b e =ad(se) ,  and so, since (/)e ---- q~g, Ze :=  S2~S~ E Z(e) :=  Z(de)  
=z~ -1. (3) 
= ha~e(Se) -~. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that 
(4) 
For D(2) = q~'~ = (¢, (6)), we have 6e 
6G (v'E] := D(A [El) > 6InG. 
Hence, putting 
Out(G)~ v'~] := o.(6G(V'e]), (5) 
we have 
6G( V'E) /6G (v'EI _~ Out( Fa )I V'e) /out( Fa )l v'e]. (6) 
NOW A(e)/A [E] maps onto 6G(V'e)/6G (v'E], but this may not be injective, since A [el 
need not contain Ker(D) = AZv. Instead we have 
6G(V'E)/6G (v'E] ~- A(E)/A [E]. AZv. (7) 
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We now analyze the right-hand side of  (7). First note that 
aEVA \eEEo(a) (8 )  
z~ = Z<,(=~,~;), 
A[E]= f l 'A  [e]~.~ , where Af ]= ( I-I eeSgel x ~sl~. (9) 
aE VA \eEEo(a) J 
The l-[ ~ notation designates the restriction eeded to make q~e = ~b~. Since Z~ n C~e.~'~ = 
c~Z(e), Z(e) = Z(.~e), we have (~eSJ~)" Ze/ee~4e ~-Ze/e~Z(e), and so 
a(e)/a[Z] ~ f l  I-[ Ze/O~eZ(e)" (10) 
a eEEo(a) 
Here the ~ has been omitted on the first product, since the factors from Z~ will never 
affect the compatibility conditions, qbe = qS~. 
Next observe that 
Af 1. (AaZa) = f l  O~eoN' e • (AEo(a)Za) x "~¢a, 
\eEEo(a) 
where 
Im H 
From (10) and (11), and (6) and (7), we conclude that 
A(E)/A [E] • AZv -~ H [IeEE°(a)Ze 
(l-IeEEo(a)~eZ(e) ) " AEo(a)Za 
= ~ ~G(V,E)/6G(V, EI 
=~ Out(Fa)~V'E)/Out ( Fa )~ V'E] . (12) 
a 
7.4. The group A [Ezl. For 2 E A Lel as in 7.3, we have from 7.3(3) 
z~(= z~(~)) = Se % E ZC~ ) = Z(d~). (1) 
(Stt]--lgtt t --1 ¢ Suppose that 2' E A [E] and 2" = 2'2. Then Ze(2") = , e,  ~ = (SeSe) (s~s~) =
selSte-lSte-S-~ = Selze(2')S~ = Ze()~')SelS~ =-ze(2')z~(2). Thus we have a homomorphism 
/ 
; AtEl  II 
eEeA (2) 
}.1 , (Ze(.).) eEEA. 
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Here the I-I' notation designates the restriction that z~ = Ze I Ve E EA (cf. 7.3(3)). 
If, in 2, we replace each Se by S~e = SeWe, with We ~ Z(e), we obtain a new element 
Z E A [El with Ze(2 ~) = ze(2)" (WelW~). Since we can freely choose the W'eS, it follows 
that 
homomorphism ( is surjective. (3) 
Now define 
A [EZ] = {;~ E A [El IZe()~) E Ze(9.l) Ve C EA}. (4) 
Recall from 6.0(11) that Ze(9.I) is defined by 
O~eZe(9.-[) = Za(9~) := Z(ra) ,  (5) 
for a = •0e. We put 
bG (v,Ez] = D(A[EZ] ), 
Out(ro)ly, ezl = aaOG(v, ezl). (6) 
It follows from Theorem 6.4 that 
bin G < bG (v'Ez], (7) 
and so 
6G(V'E] /6G (v'ez] ~- Out( Fa )Ivo 'e] /Out( Fa )~Va 'eZ]. (8) 
From (6) and 7.3(4) we see that the groups in (8) are a quotient of A[E]/A [Ez]. In 
--1 ! view of (3) and the definition (4) of A [Ez] as ( (1-IeZe(9.I)), we have a ~-induced 
isomorphism 
-~ : A[EJ/A[EZ] ~-' H 'Z(e)/Ze(9"[)" (9) 
eEEA 
From 7.1 (13) we have 
Ker(A[E] D ) ~G(V,E]) = A[E] (-/AZv. (10) 
It is clear from the definitions 7.3(1) and 7.1(10) and (11) of the latter two groups 
that 
A [e] N AZv = H AaZaE, where ZaE := Z a ('] 
aE VA 
Thus, putting Zve = Ha~VA ZaE, we have 
Ker(A[E] D ~ 6G(V,E]) = "AZvE" := H AaZae, 
ac VA 
and D induces an isomorphism 
A[EI/A ~EZ] • AZvE - ,  6G(V'EI/6G (v'~z]. 
0 ~e~e" (11) 
eEEo(a) 
(]2) 
(]3) 
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Combining (9) and (13) we see that 
6G(V'E]/6G(V'EZ]~-Coker(ZvE= HZaE -~ H t Z(e) ~ (14) 
aEVA eEEA Ze(~) J 
where, for w = (Wa)aeVA, Wa E ZaE, and wa = ~e(We) for e E Eo(a), we put &e(w) = 
w~-lW~e E Z(e), and define ~(w) = (09e(W))eEEA, where ~Oe(W) denotes the class of 
(~ge(W) mod Ze(~I). 
7.5. The homomorphism A [Ez] --~ Hom(nl(A, a),Z(~)). Recall the surjection induced 
by 7.4(2) and (4), 
~ " AEEzl -~ l-I  'Z~(9.I), (1) 
eEEA 
where 
{ } U le(9"l)= z=(Ze)E  1"I ge(9"[) =Ze 1VeEEA . (2) 
eEEA eEEA 
For z = (Ze)eEEA as in (2), each Ze defines an element z(e) E Z(°A) (cf. 6.0(12)) with 
components z,(e) E Zu(9.I) Vu E VA U EA, and Ze(e) = Ze. 
Recall the path group of the graph A (a graph of trivial groups), 
n(A) = (EA le~ = 1 Ve E EA). (3) 
! 
It follows that an element z E I-IeEEA Ze(9A) defines (in fact, is equivalent to) a homo- 
morphism 
Zz " n(A) ~ Z(oA), Zz(e) = z(e). (4) 
Moreover, z H Zz defines a homomorphism, in fact, an isomorphism, 
Z : H Ze(9"I) ~ Hom(n(A),Z(OA)). (5) 
eEEA 
Let a E VA, so that hi(A, a) <_ n(A). Then we have the composite homomorphism 
H'Z~(gd) z ,~ Hom(n(a),z(9.I)) 
e~EA 
l [ res. 
AIEZl #.  '~ Hom(nl(A,a),Z(9.I)) (6) 
It is easily seen that resa is surjective, hence 
/~ is surjective. (7) 
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If  g E n[b,a] then ad(g) : z~I(A, a) ~ ~zl(A,b), and #a = Pb o ad(g). Hence Ker(pa) is 
independent of a. We put 
InA = Ker(pa : A [Ez] -+ Hom(zrl(A, a) ,Z(~)) ) .  (8) 
The point of this notation is that it follows from Theorem 6.4 that 
D( InA)  = 6 InG.  (9) 
Claim. Ker(A [Ez] D 6G(V.Ez]) < InA. (10) 
Say 2 E A [Ez] A Ker(D) = A [Ez] N AZt¢. Then 2 = ()~)aEVA where 2a = Aaha with 
ha E ZaE = Za ~ NeEEo(~)~'~, say ha = ~e(he), he E .~'e, and we have 
z~ := hel h'~ E Ze(92) Ve E EA. (11) 
Each ha E Z(~(92) = Z(F~) defnes an element z(a) E Z(92) with za(a) = ha and 
Ze(a) = he for e E Eo(a). The element z = (Ze)~EEA defines (cf. (4)) Z~ : ~z(A) -+ Z(9.1) 
by Zz(e)~ = h71h~ = ze(a) Iz~(b) (b = ?le), whence 
z~(e) = z(a) - lz (b)  (a = ~?0e, b = ~le). (12) 
It follows then that, 
If 7 = (el,e2 . . . . .  en) is a path in A from a to b then z~(17I)=z(a) - lz (b)  • (13) 
Hence, Z~([7[) = 1 if 7 is a closed path (a = b), and so 
Zzl~,(A,a) is trivial, (14) 
whence (10) (el. definition (8)). 
Finally, combining (7) (10) and 7.4(6), we obtain isomorphisms 
Out(Fa)~,v' Ez] ~ 6G ( V.EZ]/6 In G ~ A[EZ]/In A 
~-- t~a( A [Ez]) = Hom(~l(A, a),Z(92) . (15) 
8. Filtration summary 
The next theorem assembles all of  our calculations of  the successive quotients for 
the Out(Fa)l, -filtration. 
8.1. Theorem. Let 92 = (A, ~ ' )  be a minimal non-abelian graph of  groups, a E VA, 
F a = nl(9.I,a), Xa = (92,a), and let la denote the hyperbolic length function of  the 
F~-action on Xa. Let 
(1) H = Out(F~)l,, = the stabilizer of  la in Out(Fa) = Aut(Fa)/ad(Fa). 
There is" a filtration, 
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(2) H D H ~ ~> H (v) D H (v'e) ~> H (v'~] D H (v'~zl D {1}, with successive 
quotients described as follows." 
(3) H/H A ~ Aut(A) (6.6(5)) 
(4) HA/H (v) -~ 1-I'OutE(~Ca) (6.7(12)) 
aEVA 
(5) H(V)/H (v'E) ~ 11 ad~t~(Ne) M ad~(N~) 
{e,~}EGEA ad(~/e) 
(7.1(8) and (10)) 
1--[ Ze eEEo(a) (6) g(V'e)/n (v'e] ~= 11 
aEVA (I-IeEEo(a)~eZ(e)) " (ZlEo(a)Za) 
(7.3(12)) 
(7) H(v'E]/H (v'Ez] ~- Coker (Zve = aEVA ~ zaE ~,  eEEA H I  Ze(-~) Z(e) )x (7.4(14)) 
(8) H (v'Ez] TM Horn(hi(A, a),Z(~)) (7.5(15)) 
8.2. Explanation of notation. We collect here, in one place, the definitions of the 
groups occurring in Theorem 8.1. 
In Theorem 8.1(3), Aut(A) denotes the group of automorphisms of the graph A. 
When A is finite, e.g. when Fa is finitely generated, Aut(A) is finite. 
In Theorem 8.1(4), OutE(da)= Aute(~la)/ad(da), where 
Aute(~Ca) = {~b E Aut(~¢~) I q~ede is da-conjugate to 0~e,.q~ e Ve E E0(a)}. 
Then 
'Oute (H '  (d ' ) ) / (U  (s~') I H (~'~) = Aute ad , 
aE VA \aE VA / \aE VA / 
t E where (Oa)a~vA E 11~vAAUt(~a) belongs to ]-I#cvAAut (do) iff, Ve E EA, doe = 
a, ~31e = b, 36e E ~¢a, 6~ E ~'b, and ~ E Aut(~Ce) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
ad(~/l)°~bal I e ] ad (6;1)° ~b0 
~e ~ 
In Theorem 8.1(5), Ate = N eo (~e,~/e), and ad~¢, : Ne ~ Aut(~Ce) is defined by 
~e(ad~,.(~r)(s)) = O'~e(S)O "-1, for a E N~, s E de. We similarly define ado~, "N~ 
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Aut(~Q/e). The notation GEA designates the geometric edges of  A : GEA = {{e, ~}l 
e E EA}. 
In Theorem 8.1(6), Ze = Z~.(~e~Ce) (a = 00e), Z(e) = Z(~¢~), Z~ = Z(~¢,), and 
Aeo(a) : Z, ~ ]-I~CEo(~) Ze is the diagonal embedding. 
In Theorem 8.1(7), Z~(2[) is defined, as in 6.0(11), by ~eZ~(~) = Z(F~) =: 
Za(9.I)(a = •0e). Further Zae = Z~ rq (-]~Eo(~)~ede. For z~ E Z~E we have za = ~ez~ 
with z~ C Z(e), and so we can define a homomorphism 
~:zve := HzoE --, 1-I'Z,e), 
aE VA eE EA 
((Za )aC VA ) = ((Z21Z~)eCEA ),
and I-I'e~EA Z(e) consists of all (We)~CEA E I~eCEA Z(e) such that w~ = w~ 1 Ve E EA. 
We have 
E Z(e)/Ze(gJ~) :~- e) (~  , 
e6EA e - -  \e6EA / 
and 09 : ZvE ---+ I]eCEA Z(e)/Ze(9"1) is obtained, by passage to the quotient, from ~5. 
In Theorem 8.1(8), Z (~)  is defined as in 6.0(10). 
Some of the groups above are nested as follows, for a E VA, e E Eo(a), 
ro > ~z~ >_ % ~> Ze t> c~z(~) E> za(~) D {1}, 
ze E> Za ~> z~(~). 
8.3. Remark 
(1) In case Z(Fa) = {1}, as happens, for example, when F, acts faithfully on X,, 
since Z(Fa) acts trivially on Xa (1.5), we have Z(9.1) = {I}, so H (v,ez] = {1} 
in Theorem 8.1(8), and, since Ze(9.I) = {1}, we have, from Theorem 8.1(7), an 
isomorphism 
( . )  H (v'E] ~ Coker ZvE ~ Z(e)  • 
eEEA 
(2) I fA  is a tree, so that rq(A,a) = {1}, then again we have H (V'ezl = {1} in 
Theorem 8.1(8). 
(3) Suppose that all the vertex groups da  have trivial centers, Za(= Z(~) )  = {1}. 
Then Z(~)  = {1} also, as in Remark (1) above, so H (v'ez] = {1}. Further, 
Theorem 8.1(6) and (7) simplify as follows: 
H(V,E)/H(V,E] ~__ H Ze/o~eZ(e), 
eEEA 
H(~,~] ~ H'z(~>/z~(va). 
eEEA 
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8.4. The ease of an amalgam (ef. 5.1). Suppose that 
A=ao e ob. (1) 
We shall view e. and eb as inclusions of a proper subgroup, 
J:~a ~e ~b (2) 
and put 
F = se~ *~ sea = ~I(°A,A) (2.2(11)). (3) 
Let l denote the length function of the F-action on X, = (OA, a), and put 
H = Out(F)t, (4) 
which we filter as in Theorem 8.1. We shall make more explicit what Theorem 8.1 
tells us in this case. 
We have 
Aut(A) = {I,a}, where a(e) = ~. (5) 
Moreover, it is easily seen that, 
H/H A <_ Aut(A ), with equality iff there is an isomorphism 
(6) 
~b • se~ ~ seb such that ~b(see) = see. 
For q5 E Aut(se,), let [4)] denote its class in Out(sea) = Aut( sea )/ad( sea ). Then 
HA/H (V} 
{ (Xa,Xb) E Out(se~) x Out(seb) 
H(V)/H(V,E ) ~ ad~(Ne) rh ad~,(Nv) 
ad(d~) 
3~bc • Aut(sec)(c = a, b) ] 
such that xc=[qSc] and l "  
q~al,~e = q~b[,d,, E Aut(~4e) 
(7) 
(8) 
(10) 
For w = (w.,wb) E Z.E X ZbE put tOe(w) = w21wb = O~e(W) -1 • Z(e ) = Z(.f~e). Then 
co" ZaE X ZbE --'* (Z(e)/Ze(~[ ) ) xt ( Z(~)/Ze(9~) ) is induced by (5 " Z.e x Zbe ~ Z(e) x'  Z~), 
~b(w) = (tOe(W), o.,~(w)). Since the first coordinate in Z(e) x~Z(~) determines the second, 
Z~(~, )  n Z~,~(Nb) = Z(F)  = Ze(9.1). 
( ) (2 )  H(V,e)/H(V,E] ~_ Ze x • Zb " oQZ(e ) • Z a o~g 
In Theorem 8.1(7), Zae =- Za r'l de  = Z(sea)r-i see := Z~e(da); similarly ZbE = 
Z~. (seb). Evidently 
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and coe(ZaE XZbE ) = Z~,(d~a)'Zx]e(~b) contains Ze(9.I), it follows from Theorem 8.1 (7) 
that 
Z(e) = Z(sJe) (11 ) 
H(v'EI/H(V'~Z] ~ ZaE " ZbE Z~(~a) "Zsle(d~b)" 
Finally, since A is a tree (cf. Remark 8.3(2)), 
H (v'~z] = {1}. (12) 
8.5. The case of an HNN-extension (ef. 5.5). Let 
A=a 0 e. 
~e ) 
~F 
F = =1(9.1,a) = (~¢a, elea-~(s)e -1 = O~e(S) VS E ~e) .  
Let l denote the length function of the F-action on X = (od, a), and 
H = Out(F)l, 
which we filter as in Theorem 8.1. We have 
( I )  
(2) 
(3) 
and 
Aut(A) = {/, ~r}, ~(e) = ~, (4) 
H/H A < Aut(A), with equality iff 
3¢ E Aut(d~) such that ¢(C~ede) = ~=~¢e. 
For ¢ E Aut(d~) let [¢] denote its class in Out(da).  Then 
HA/H (V) = OutE(a~'a) 
(5 )  
3q~a E Aut(r~Ca) ~e C Aut(de)  such that, ] 
= x E Out(da)  x = [Ca] and Vs C ~e, (9a(O~e(S)) : O~e(~ge(S)) I ' (6) 
and Ca(e~(s)) = c~(¢e(S)) 
H(V)/H(V,E ) = ad(Ne) M ad(N~) 
ad(de)  ' (7) 
H(V,E) /H(V ,E ] 'o (Ze) (  Zg ) = x . (8 )  
~eZ(e) •Z a o~FZ~e) " Za 
In Theorem 8.1(7), ZaE = ZaN~edeN~'i~C4e, and the map co : ZaE --~ (Z(e)/Ze(~I)) x '  
(Z(~)/Z~(9.I)) is trivial. Since the second coordinate in the latter product is determined 
by the first, we see that 
H(V,F"]/H (v,F"z] _~ Z(e) lZe(~ ) : Z(de)/Ze(9.I) .  (9) 
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From (2) we can calculate 
Ze(9~)(~ l ( l ' ) )  
= {s C de  I ~e(S) = C~(S) E Z(~Ca)}. 
Finally, since rq(A, a) = (e) ~ Z, it follows from Theorem 8.1(8) that 
H (v'Ez] =" Ze(~). 
(lO) 
(11)  
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